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Direction-resolved transport and possible many-body effects in one-dimensional thermopower
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~Received 20 October 2000!

A single-particle theory due to Mott predicts a proportionality between the diffusion thermopower and the
energy derivative of the logarithm of the conductance. Measurements of a ballistic 1D wire show that the Mott
theory remains valid in the presence of a finite current, and that it leads to a direction-sensitive probe of
electron transport. We observe an apparent violation of the Mott model at low electron densities, when there is
a nonquantized plateau in the conductance at 0.7(2e2/h). There is as yet no successful theoretical explanation
of this so called0.7 structure, but the distinctive thermopower signature, which deviates from single-particle
predictions, may provide the key to a better understanding.
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In linear response, the diffusion thermopower of a non
teracting, degenerate electron gasS5(dV/dT) I 50 is related
to the conductanceG5(dI /dV)dT50 through the relation1
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wherem is the chemical potential. Equation~1! remains es-
sentially unchanged when the theory is reformulated fo
mesoscopic device connected to Fermi funct
reservoirs.2–4 Measurements ofS have recently been used t
investigate mesoscopic systems, for example, open quan
dots show5 fluctuations inS with a non-Gaussian spectrum
characteristic of chaotic behavior, yielding informatio
which is not accessible fromG. We recently6 confirmed Eq.
~1! for ballistic one-dimensional~1D! transport through a
GaAs quantum wire, showing that an electron gas can
used as its own thermometer. In this paper we present t
mopower results in two new regimes of 1D transport:~i!
when a strong electric field lifts the momentum degenera
and ~ii !, when the 1D electron gas is strongly interacting.

Equation~1! assumes that electrons, supplied from res
voirs with Fermi statistics, pass through the 1D wire with
external anisotropy such as phonon drag from a heat fl
Transport is elastic, so that all of the electron’s thermal
ergy is transmitted together with its charge, and no h
originates or is dissipated in the device. This can be achie
in low-dimensional devices, as there is only weak electr
phonon coupling at low temperatures.6,7 Under these condi-
tions, the net current passing through the device is given

I 52
1

eE0

`

dE g~E!@ f ~Eum1 ,T1!2 f ~Eum2 ,T2!#, ~2!

where f (Eum i ,Ti) is the Fermi function (11exp@(E
2mi)/kBTi#)

21, and the subscriptsi 51,2 refer to the two res-
ervoirs. The effective conductance is g(E)
5e2D(E)v(E)t(E), where D(E) is the density of states
t(E) is the electron transmission probability, andv(E) is the
group velocity. In 1D the productD(E)v(E)51/h, so that
g5e2t(E)/h, which is then summed over all subbands a
spins. An expansion of Eq.~2! for small chemical potentia
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and temperature differences between the reservoirs lead
G5g(m), andS as given in Eq.~1!.

The conductanceG of a clean 1D wire shows steps be
tween quantized values as successive 1D subbands
opened to electron transport; the corresponding thermopo
S shows a series of peaks. A comparison of the height
shape of these peaks to the conductance characteristics
firms the prediction of Eq.~1!. This allows us to deduce6 the
temperature difference across the constriction and the e
tron energy relaxation rate in a two-dimensional electron
~2DEG!, which agrees well with the theory of phono
scattering.7 Earlier S measurements8,9 of a 1D constriction
could not be applied in this way, as they were either unc
brated, or were operated beyond the validity of Eq.~1!.

Figure 1 shows schematically howS andG of a 1D wire
are measured; further details are given elsewhere.8,6 The 1D
constriction is produced by electrostatically squeezing
2DEG ~at a GaAs/AlGaAs interface! using a gate voltageVg
applied to a pair of Schottky gates on the surface. The 2D
mesa is patterned so that an AC currentI H at frequencyf H
heats the electrons in a wide channel10 on one side of the
constriction to a temperatureT2, while the electrons on the
other side of the constriction remain at the lattice tempe
ture T1.

FIG. 1. Simultaneous measurements of thermopower and
ductance. An AC currentI H at frequencyf H heats electrons on the
left hand side of the sample byDT. The difference in the ther-
mopowers of the 1D constrictions A~variable! and B ~fixed! leads
to a thermoelectric voltageDVth5(SA2SB)DT at 2f H . The volt-
ageVR at f R gives the electrical resistanceR51/G of constriction
A, through which a DC currentI sd can also be passed.
R16 275 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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High impedance probes and current injection are used, w
an electrical earth defined in the heating channel. The h
ing power varies asI H

2 , so a thermoelectric voltageDVth is
generated across the 1D constriction at 2f H , allowing ther-
mal effects to be distinguished from resistive voltages.
simultaneous measurement of the conductance of the
striction is made by passing a current at a different freque
( f R).

Measurements were performed on three samples, eac
which had split gates of lithographic length 0.8mm and gap
width 0.8mm fabricated over a 2700 Å deep 2DEG. Aft
illumination by a red light-emitting diode the electron den
ties and mobilities weren53.631011 cm22 and m54.5
3106 cm2/V s for samples A and C, where the 2DEG
formed in a 200 Å-wide quantum well, andn51.8
31011 cm22 andm52.43106 cm2/V s for sample B, which
is a single heterojunction. Figure 2~a! shows the measure
conductance and thermopower of sample C atT5300 mK,
as the constriction width is varied using the gate voltageVg .
The conductanceG shows plateaus quantized at multiples
2e2/h, between which there are, as expected, peaks in
thermopower S. The thermopower on the first peak

FIG. 2. ~a! The conductanceG(Vg)51/R and thermopowerS
for sample C, showing thatS goes to zero on a quantized condu
tance plateau. The thermopower in this and subsequent figure
been rescaled so that the first peak has unity height. Greyscale
of DC current-biased measurements of~b! the transconductanc

dG̃/dVg , and~c! the productS̃G̃ for sample A. AtI sd50, the two
measurements give similar symmetric behavior, but with a fin
bias it becomes clear that the thermopower is sensitive only
electron transmission originating from one of the contacts.
th
t-
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y
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0.1mV/K, from which we estimate6 the temperature differ-
enceT22T1'0.1 K. The measurements are therefore in
linear response regime.

We now consider the effects of a finite DC current. D
voltage biasing of the conductance is an established te
nique for measuring11 1D subband spacings in a ballist
wire. SinceG is determined by electrons at the chemic
potential of the contacts, a transmission feature will be s
when it aligns with either the source or the drain; compa
to equilibrium conductance traces there is a doubling
structure in the presence of a source-drain voltage. In
measurements presented here, we produce a voltage d
ence, and hence a chemical potential offset, between
source and drain using a DC bias currentI sd. The linear
response to a small additional AC signal gives a differen
thermopowerS̃

S̃52
1

e S ]m1

]T2
D

m2 ,I 50
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G̃
S ]g

]ED
m2

, ~3!

and differential conductanceG̃

G̃5eS ]I

]m1
D

m2 ,(T12T2)50

5bg~m1!1~12b!g~m2!, ~4!

whereb'1/2 is the fraction11 of the AC voltage which is
dropped between the 1D constriction and contact 1, and
assumed that the transmission properties of the constric
are temperature independent.

The measured variation of the transconductancedG̃/dVg

and the productS̃G̃ with DC current I sd are shown in the
greyscale plots of Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! for sample A. Apart
from the interaction effects discussed later, these two qu
tities are proportional to each other atI sd50. The transcon-
ductance, which is high~dark areas! at the transitions be-
tween conductance plateaus, shows equal splitting of e
peak as the bias is applied. This has been used11 to calibrate
the gate voltage as an energy scale. The second plot, h
ever, shows only one of these branches, as can be under
from Eq. ~3!: the productS̃G̃ is determined by the transmis
sion properties of the 1D constriction only at the chemi
potentialm2 of the contact where the AC heating occurs, a
is independent of the other contact. In contrast, the two c
tacts contribute approximately equal weight to the DC bia
differential conductance measurement. The differential th
mopower S̃ gives direction-resolved information about th
electron transport, which is unobtainable from conducta
measurements. The data also demonstrate how the Mott
malism can be successfully extended to describe meas
ments which are far from linear response.

At these low electron densities, just after the last sp
degenerate subband has been depopulated, a nonquan
plateau has been measured12–14 with a conductance of abou
0.7(2e2/h). This 0.7 structureincreases in strength with in
creasing temperature, suggesting that it arises from an
cited state of the 1D electron gas.14 The plateau value of
conductance decreases continuously as a parallel mag
field Bi is increased,12 eventually becoming the quantize
spin-split plateau ate2/h. Since theg-factor of the 1D sub-
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bands increases13 as the subband index is reduced, this m
point to the importance of many-body spin interactions
determining the behavior. It is worth emphasizing that
0.7 structure is different from the observed15 depression of
the quantized conductance plateaus in long wires. In
split-gate samples investigated here, the 0.7 structure is m
sured in addition to the usual plateaus, which remain qu
tized at multiples of 2e2/h.

Figure 3~a! shows the 0.7 structure as a function of te
perature in sample B; the corresponding thermopower sig
is shown in Fig. 3~b!. The prediction of Eq.~1!, shown in
Fig. 3~c!, has been calculated using the gate-voltage der
tive of the conductance]G/]Vg in place of]G/]m, assum-
ing that the gate voltage smoothly shifts the 1D confinem
energy and provides a linear measure of the mesoscopic
ergy scale. The calculation, which predicts that a zero iS
should accompany a plateau inG, is not in agreement with
the measured thermopower. The discrepancy cannot b
tributed to thermal broadening, as this would affect bothG
andS, and in any case there is no change in the shape o
measured thermopower traces below 1 K.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show S and G measurements fo
sample C, as the spin degeneracy is lifted by a parallel m

FIG. 3. ~a! The conductanceG of sample B atT50.3 and 2 K.
~b! The thermopowerS and~c! the calculated quantityd(ln G)/dVg

from 0.3 to 2 K in increments of 0.1 K. Agreement is good for
wide channel, but the zero seen ind(ln G)/dVg at low temperatures
marked by an asterix *, is absent inS. Traces in~b! and ~c! are
offset vertically, with zeros as marked on the right-hand verti
axis.
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netic fieldBi . In high fields, when the spin-split conductan
plateau ate2/h is fully developed, there is a zero in th
thermopowerS, and the validity of Eq.~1! is restored. The
measurement of a finite thermopower when the conducta
is on the plateau atB50 indicates a breakdown of the Mo
model, and we interpret it as a manifestation of many-bo
effects in the 1D electron gas. Interactions are most likely
affect the thermopower through a dependence of the tra
mission,g(E), on the electron density or temperature, whi
are in turn determined by the properties of the contacts. W
this in mind, a rederivation of Eq.~1! suggests that]G/]m
should be replaced bŷ]G/]E&E5m , where the bracketŝ&
indicate ensemble averaging over thermal fluctuations.

It is possible that the 1D electron gas within the constr
tion is incompressible, so that the gate voltageVg cannot
change the position of the subband relative to the chem
potential; this would result in plateaus inG and S, as ob-
served. The measured thermopower will differ fro
] ln G/]Vg , because in Eq.~1! it is not appropriate to substi
tute]G/]E by ]G/]Vg . As a 1D subband is populated the
is a tendency for the subband edge to become pinned to
chemical potential, because of the singularity in the 1D d
sity of statesD(E); this has been demonstrated in 1D-2
tunneling,16 in DC voltage biased conductanc
measurements,13 and in capacitance.17 Although the ob-

l

FIG. 4. ~a! The conductanceG and ~b! thermopowerS for
sample C when the in-plane magnetic fieldBi is incremented from
0 to 16 T in steps of 1 T. Lifting of spin degeneracy at high fiel
restores the zero inS that is predicted by single-particle theory@Eq.
~1!#. The traces in~b! are offset vertically.
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served plateaus in conductance and thermopower sug
that such a locking of the Fermi energy may indeed be
sponsible for the 0.7 structure, the behavior of the cond
tance with temperature and magnetic field are not easily
onciled with such a model and this may provide a clue to
underlying mechanism.

Pinning of the chemical potential is not the only mech
nism which can explain our results. The activated tempe
ture dependence14 of the 0.7 structure and the enhanced Ze
man splitting13 suggest a possible spin polarization. If the
is a metastable ferromagnetic state which is thermally a
vated for a significant proportion of the time, electrons
one spin direction will be reflected, and the measured c
ductance will be a weighted average^G& of the transmission
properties of the ground state (2e2/h) and the excited state
(e2/h). This produces a conductance between 2e2/h and
e2/h which explains both the nonquantized value of the
structure, and the movement of this structure towardse2/h in
a strong parallel magnetic field. The thermopower predic
from Eq.~1! lacks a peak inScorresponding to the transitio
from G50.7(2e2/h) to G5e2/h, but it conflicts with the
observations in the region of the nonquantized conducta
plateau, as both thermodynamic states would possess
ductances independent of energy and zero thermopower
averaged thermopower will also be zero. An addition
mechanism would therefore be required to explain the fin
measured thermopower coincident with the 0.7 structure

Our earlier results12,13 suggest that the 0.7 structure
accompanied by a spontaneous lifting of the degeneracy

*Present address: Semiconductor Nanofabrication Facility, Sc
of Physics, University of New South Wales, Sydney 2052, A
tralia.
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